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The Outfit 
 
Production Designer Gemma Jackson 
 
On my first reading of The Outfit I was determined that I wanted to design this potential jewel of a film. It was an elegantly 
crafted script set largely in one location. I immediately enjoyed talking with the writer director Graham Moore whose 
intelligence regarding the script and the film as a whole was both inspiring and challenging. 
 
The entire film’s budget was a little over £6million. This was very tight for every department given all that we wanted to 
achieve. The whole film was shot in a Tailor’s premises in downtown Chicago. The story telling necessary to show the 
audience the tailor’s workshop, through to the Saville Row inspired showroom, past the reception area and out onto the 
snowy streets was potentially expensive but we created the world in full even including a reflection in the exterior shop 
window of the Chicago skyline and overhead railway. 
 
I had a small but dedicated group of talented people around me to fulfil the task, a very supportive Production team and 
as Covid soared outside we created our Chicago world inside Wembley Studio. 
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